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1. INTRODUCTION
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 3rd ASIS SIG/CR C1.ASSIF.'aCATION RESEARCH WORKSHOP
As knowledge-based systems become larger, knowledge management becomes more complicated.
The ensuing problems include knowledge understanding, retrieval, consistency, and modification.
A principled organization of a knowledge base is critical for manipulating knowledge effectively.
In a frame-based system, slots store all the information needed for processing knowledge.
Therefore. a principled slot organization is important for effective knowledge-base management.
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We argue that each individual view, by itself, does not offersufficient semantics for slot organization.
On the other hand, forcing all perspectives together destroys the clarity of a principled taxonomy.
Therefore, we propose using two taxonomic views: A first taxonomy for slots is based on the
relation-element and slot-use views; this taxonomy is domain-independentand promotes knowledge
reuse. A second taxonomy, based on a slot-argument view, is domain- dependent and parallels the
nonslot taxonomy.
Slots represent semantic relations and playa major role in frame-based repreaeow:ion I')'IIemS; lhey
not only act as an "instruction set" for knowledge enlry but also support most forms d. mereocin,.
Thus, the organization of slots merits a systematic study in its own righL A taxonomic app<&h
fonnalizes the organization of the slots and provides aprincipled intelpretation for their IelDlntics.
We discuss the organization of slots from three different perspectives---relation-element, slot-use,
and slot-argument-and propose that all three are useful in providing interpretations for slots.
The goal of this proposed research is to explore and develop knowledge representation
methodologies that support the organization of slots in large frame-structured knowledge bases. In
this section, we outline our motivation for organizing slots and identify the associated research
problems. Then we introduce the background for the proposed research and other related work. In
Section 2, we discuss three different perspectives that define the uses and meanings of slots in a
frame-based knowledge representation system, and we argue that these views can supplement one
another for a deeper understanding of slots.
Pittsburgh, PA. October 25,1992
In Section 3, we present a two-tiered approach that expresses each perspective separately, yet
unifies the views synergistically. The relation-element view is used to define individual slots (as
simple classes) and the slot-use view is used to define groups of slots (as metaclasses); the resultant
taxonomy of slots is domain-independent. The slot-argument view, which also uses classes and
metaclasses, parallels the nonslot ontology, is domain-dependent, and provides a second slot
taxonomy. In the final section, we draw conclusions and present the status of our research.
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